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JCM Global Brings Australasia’s Best Currency Solutions to G2E Asia
LAS VEGAS (May 14, 2012) – More operators and suppliers across Australasia trust JCM Global, the automated
transaction solutions provider, than any other company. Now JCM Global is bringing its award-winning solutions to
G2E Asia.
JCM Global will be in stand #929, and will show the first final design of its revolutionary iV8 table game bill
validator, a solution developed for the high-volume table game marketplace. Additionally, JCM will show its
®
®
™
standard-setting, award-winning iVIZION bill validator, Intelligent Cash Box (ICB ), the new iPRO-RC recycling
™
bill validator, and the PayCheck 4 thermal printer.
JCM created the iV8 bulk note bill validator specifically for high-volume table game markets, and unveiled the first
prototype at G2E Asia 2011. Now, based on extensive in-field research and customer feedback, the unit’s overall
design has been modified and compacted.
iV8 counts currency at 8 notes per second, dramatically increasing table game speed and the number of games
played per hour. Instead of hand-counting, with iV8, the dealer presents a brick of notes into the bezel, where the
notes are validated, counted and sorted. Then, the stack total value is displayed to the player, the dealer, the pit
and the overhead surveillance camera, all at the incredibly fast speed of 8 notes per second. Rejected bills are
automatically sent to a separate tray. Its 83mm-wide bill opening can accept a wide range of currencies.
The iVIZION bill validator continues to set speed records across the global gaming industry, and is the better,
smarter, faster bill validation solution. As the foundation of intelligent validation, iVIZION is built for today’s and
tomorrow’s casino operations with unsurpassed validation and anti-fishing technology and a platform built for
growth.
The ICB system helps casinos eliminate several points of human error for a faster, more efficient drop process that
reduces waste and adds to the bottom line, and ICB’s new web reporting gives users they reports they want, when
they want them.
The new iPRO-RC has one of the most sophisticated sensing and anti-fishing packages JCM has ever created.
iPRO-RC has a note recycling feature that helps operators reduce costs, driven by two large-capacity chambers
with Roller Friction Recycling Technology that holds recycled notes for instant payouts.
The PayCheck 4 is the fastest, smartest and most durable printer in the gaming industry, with print speeds and
head life that are twice that of competitive products, and with more standard memory than any competitive product.
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Additionally, JCM Global will be showing its world-renowned DBV 300, Taiko , TBV , Universal Bill Acceptor
®
™
™
(UBA ) and Vega and Vega-RC .
See the entire line of JCM Global’s award-winning products at www.jcmglobal.com.
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About JCM Global
JCM Global is the world’s leading supplier of innovative automated transactions solutions for the banking, gaming
and retail industries. With unsurpassed service and support, JCM Global is trusted by operators, manufacturers
and integrators on six continents. Its extensive line of award-winning products set global standards with ground®
®
™
breaking products like the iVIZION , Universal Bill Acceptor (UBA ) and Vega-RC bill validators, Intelligent Cash
®
™
Box (ICB ) and PayCheck 4 thermal printer. For more information, visit JCM Global’s 24-hour tradeshow at
www.jcmglobal.com.
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